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The Swiss PTT administers together with their own documentation the Central
Library of the VSPV (Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies of which AHPS has
recently become the 142nd member) . They think this vast pool of solid phila-
telic information is well underutilized and would like to see more philate-
lists taking advantage of this free "gold mine" . To that effect they issued
recently a 4-language pamphlet with the English page being reproduced here-
with . I hope you will benefit from that . They are multi-lingual and they are
computerized . Just give them the keywords and they can print out for you the
list of all pertinent articles and books written on a given subject matter.

HRatz

PTT Library and Documentation + Central Library
of the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies
Most philatelists wish to know more about their stamps than can be learnt from
catalogues. For this purpose they need to have access to the relevant books and
periodicals.
That is why, on the basis of an agreement signed in 1944, the PTT makes available to
the members of the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies its extensive literature and
collection of documents on philately and postal history . The service is provided free of
charge, but the Union contributes to the cost of new acquisitions.
The Philatelic Collection, most of which is in German, French or English, can be roughly
divided into the following categories:

- Books and brochures
- Periodicals
- Catalogues (latest editions cannot be borrowed)
- Auction catalogues (a selection)
- Aerophilatelic literature from the Dr Paganini collection
- Official Post Office publications
- Historical records.

Thematically arranged material is shown at large philatelic exhibitions if possible . The
Central Library has no stamp collection, however.

Using the Central Library:

-

	

Literature Monographs and periodicals can be borrowed free of charge,
provided they are not unique copies or particularly valuable
documents . Lending service to other countries is available
only over a public library accepting inter-library borrowing
requests.

- Documentation The Central Library keeps reference lists of important articles
from periodicals . Only a limited amount of research can be
done to answer enquiries . To avoid delays, philatelists are
advised to do their own research at the Library in Berne,
using its reference lists and documents.

-

	

Catalogues and lists For economic reasons, no general catalogues are produced,
but it is possible to print out bibliographies. In addition, a list
of the year's new acquisitions can be purchased at cost price.

PTT Library and Documentation
Viktoriastrasse 21, CH-3030 Berne

Open:
Monday-Friday : 8 .30-11 .15 a .m./2 .00-4 .30 p .m.
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Dale R . Eggen

Our NEW EDITOR ---

	

Steve Turchik
727 East Pleasant Street
Santa Paula
California

	

93060

EFFECTIVE January/February 1985 issue of TELL.

Deadline for materials, articles, etc at Steve ' s place for
this issue will be December 20.

Steve has 30 years editor/publishing experience, especially
in volunteer efforts . Though this will be his first
philatelic endeavor, he is a 22-years Swiss specialist
(Strubels and Sitting Helvetias) and has 12 years of award
winning exhibits . Steve is a retired business educator
with a number of degrees.

Steve brings with him extreme enthusiasm and is extremely
interested in working toward a managing editor concept for
TELL and building an editorial organization.

Loosing Henry's extremely high technical talents is certainly
a great loss . But each volunteer's time is limited and we
must look to the future . EVERYONE, lets get a stack of
articles and columns to Steve in helping him get started.

New LIECHTENSTEIN STUDY GROUP Chairman

Max Rheinberger
112 Mt . Royal Manor
100 Elizabeth Street
Duluth, Minnesota

	

55803

With Dan Gabathuler's personal family matters and his efforts
to revive the Liechtensteiners society, this division has
been made so both efforts can have their deserved attention.
All those interested in this new AHPS Study Group, please
contact Max. Dan is going to try to get Liechtensteiners
going again . Those interested, please contact Dan.

FOR AHPS TOO ---

	

IT IS TIME AGAIN TO VOTE

Members not renewing in the regular manner causes extra
added expenses which takes away from the productive aspects
of the Society . You have more volunteers than ever before
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working extremely hard at continually improving our Society.
Please show them your support by renewing and voting.

The nominating committee took great pains to insure their
proposed slate of officers were not only extremely qualified,
but extremely interested in the Society, also . I strongly
recommend you vote the slate they proposed.

My extreme thanks to Donn Lueck who chaired the Nominating
Committee . In all volunteer societies such as ours, finding
volunteers alone is an almost impossible task . To come up
with highly qualified and interested individuals willing
to take on these tasks, nearly impossible . Such results
are only possible with hard work and devotion to the Society,
two trademarks of Donn's.

RENEW AND VOTE

Save needless non-productive extra work on your volunteers
and costs to the Society . Following through on non-
renewers is an extremely laboring and expensive task . Non-
renewers who eventually do renew are very frustrating for
your volunteers and hurts yourself, the individual member.

POSTAL CODE NUMBER CHANGES OF SWISS POSTAL FACILITIES

In addition to the long list reported in the last issue of
TELL, the following postal facilities are also changing their
numbers at the dates shown . Those marked with an * also will
have their publicity town cancels renumbered (none noticed):

4411 Lupsingen becomes
4411 St .Pantaleon

	

""
4419
4421

LUPSINGEN

	

on Oct .10, 84
ST .PANTALEON

4411 Arisdorf "" 4422 ARISDORF
4411 Hersberg "" 4423 HERSBERG
4411 Arboldswil "" 4424 ARBOLDSWIL
4411 Titterten "" 4425 TITTERTEN"

4411 Lauwil "" 4426 LAUWIL

4411 Lampenberg "" 4432 LAMPENBERG
4411 Ramlinsburg "" 4433 RAMLINSBURG

All the above localities are near Basel, either in Basel-Land
or in Solothurn Cantons.

NEW POSTAL FACILITIES

8152 GLATTBRUGG 2 OPFIKON (ZH) as of July 2, 1984
8091 ZURICH 91 UNIVERSITÄTSSPITAL (ZH) as of June 4,1984

DISCONTINUED FACILITY

7544 Guarda Staziun (GR) as of June 1,1984

CHANGES OF NAME

8152 Glattbrugg ZH into 8152 GLATTBRUGG 1, as of 7-2-84
8451 Dorf b.Andelfingen into 8451 DORF (ZH) as of 6-4-84
8966 Oberwil b .Bremgarten AG into 8966 OBERWIL-LIELI, as

of 6-4-84
9203 Niederwil b .Gossau SG into 9203 NIEDERWIL SG (6-4-84)

FGanz
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Talk
to
me!

For many months now I have been repeating myself : Be aware and

keep your eyes open, there is lots of garbage in the business
of stamps flying around! Not just in matters of Swiss and Liech-
tenstein, not just in expensive stamps . If you remember , for
example, item #6 on p .174 in the last issue of TELL and relate
it to what you are seing here, you will quickly realize how
easy it is to make out of a "disgraced " hinged set worth unfor-

tunately only a fraction in a high-quality NH crazed market, a Snow-white
NH set worth a $1000, and that for pennies only . The ad shown here comes to
us from a German philatelic
journal and it reads asfollows:

"RE-GUMMING, DE-HINGING, in
so far unsurpassed quality.
Top quality, with full re-
tention of the embossing,
correct coloring, soft perfs,
properly impregnated, like
post fresh. All countries.

Luxury gumming (Stamps up to
10 DM Michel) DM 2 .- ($ .70).
(Stamps over 10 DM Michel)
DM 4 .- ($1 .40) . Removal of hinges (dry method), retention of original gum
and experts ' marks DM 6 .- ($2 .15) . Grilled gum (as per original) DM 1 .- ($ .35).
Re-perforation DM 3 .- ($1 .08) . Adding teeth DM 4 .- . With stamps of high value
no more than 2% of Michel . List for SASE ."

There you have it : Disgustingly straight-forward, simple, easy, and dirt
cheap . It should almost be enough to kill the last appetite for NH material,
but it ' s like browsing thru a medical encyclopedia : the more you read, the
sicker you feel!

Cover : For those of you who might have wondered once or twice which of the
Swiss stamps would be considered the rarest one, the puzzle found a solution
in the NABA ZÜRI show catalog . There, in a beautiful editorial section which
covered in short articles just about every avenue of Swiss philately, we
find the 5 Rp . rayed star postage due described by Mr . Max Hertsch from
Zumstein as the rarest Swiss stamp. The stamp itself was on exhibit by Mr.
Kratcher of London who used one full frame to display this single beauty.

As you probably all know, the stamp was discovered in the offices of Mr.
Katcher only a few years ago. Mr . Hertsch ' story and assumptions behind this
stamp are quite fascinating . I translate and quote him:

"The rarest stamp of Switzerland : It took just about 101 years and 150 days
following the printing date for it to surface again . The only known copy of
the 5 Rp . postage due, ultramarine/light blue, on white paper, with control
mark I, which distinguishes itself substantially from all other stamps of the
same value . The frame shows in the center the 80-ray star, as it was used for
the 1 Rp. value . How did such a thing happened? Postage due stamps were
scheduled to be issued on July 1, 1878 . The printer started working on it on
June 17 only, a bare two weeks prior to release date, by printing first the
1 Rp . value which incorporated the rayed star in the center of the frame.
This design concept was originally planned to used thruout the entire print
run of this series . However, it was soon evident that the very narrow spaces
between the rays had a nasty habit of getting clogged with printing ink on
the press, leading to serious spottiness and smearing on the end product . The
effect was that the workflow had to be interrupted very frequently in order
to clean the press form . The problem obviously affected the productivity.

It is assumed that Stâmpfli of Bern, the printer of this issue, called on the
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postal administration quickly, seeking authorization to eliminate this trou-

blesome rayed star . By the time they received permission the entire print run

of the 1 Rp . value was completed, a total of 1,362,000 copies . Following that

and with the help of a drill bit of an appropriate diameter the rayed stars
were drilled out of all the clichees . In itself a time-consuming affair which
led to the completion of the 5 Rp . value printing of 724,725 copies on June
22 only. On Sunday June 23 they produced the 10 Rp . value and on Monday June

24 they finished with the 50 Rp . run which enabled the postes to distribute

and issue these first four of the postage dues as scheduled on July 1, 1878.
We have to assume today that it was the production time crunch that led to
the creation of this unique stamp . While awaiting the permission to eliminate
that bothersome star center the printer possibly went ahead with the positi-

oning and makeready of the 5 Rp . imprint by using one or several base sheets

from the 1 Rp . run . The press sheets comprised 200 stamps . For distribution

to the POs these sheets were quartered to 500 stamps each . One of these

quarter sheets found its way to BISSEGG (Canton of Thurgau) where our rarity

was cancelled . Where its companions ended up nobody knows today . The illus-

trated example is the only one found thus far! "

Nice, isn ' t it? If you ' re in the mood you could dream up other possibilities.
As a matter of fact, if I had nothing better to do I would call for a contest

among AHPS members to determine who could come up with another plausible
creation theory . But let ' s push that away for the rainy days . In the meantime,

there are plenty more articles of that kind in the above mentioned NABA ca-

talog . A total of 68 well reproduced and written color pages are in that edi-

torial section . It would make a nice addition to your book shelf for any

Swiss collector . In French and German . I believe they charged less than $1

to show attendants and assume it is still available thru the mails . For those

interested I suggest to use the same address given on page 223 for ordering

the "Zurich Cantonals" title.

--Our resident expert, Felix Ganz, thinks that 1 was overly harsh in my
judgment of that cover shown on page 174 of the last issue . The date of the

cancel on the Naba sheet is valid but not in conjunction with the fieldpost
date cancel, but the two fieldpost cancels correlate and make it aFDC...HRatz
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NABA ZÜRI 84

It was my pleasure to attend NABA ZÜRI 84 between June
22 and July 1, and doubly so because this time my wife
Marilyn was able to accompany me . We arrived in Zürich
the afternoon of Wednesday the 20th, only a few hours
before the time allotted to mount my exhibit . The exhi-
bition was held in the Züspa-Hallen, an exhibition
complex of several buildings in the Zürich suburb of
Oerlikon . We stayed at the Hotel International which
we had used twice before, the Züspa-Hallen being just
a pleasant ten-minute walk away . We received excellent
help in mounting the exhibit and were done with in no
time . As mentioned in my article on Regiophil [Dec . 83,
Tell, p .355], the frames were pegboard with movable
plastic clip mounts, so there is a little more work

than with the frames we are used to here, but makes for a betterend result
as one can space the pages as desired.

On Friday the 22nd we attended by invitation the opening ceremonies at
9 .30 am . The Zürich Cantonal Band provided entertainment including a special
march composed for NABA and directed by its composer . On entering the audi-
torium each guest was presented with a lovely bronze and enamel pin with the

NABA logo . The opening remarks were made by President Schlumpf of Switzerland,
President Dahinden of the VSPV, and the Mayor of Zürich . After the ribbon
cutting we followed the various officials and President Schlumpf on an over-
view tour of the exhibition.

The exhibition was held in six large one-story buildings in proximity,
something like those used for our larger County or State fairs . The impres-
sion on entering each building was of spaciousness with good variation of
layout of the exhibits . There were ample resting areas and good food and
beverage facilities in each hall . The first building seen had over 500 frames
of youth exhibits -- age 12 to 25, divided into age groups . The quality was
surprisingly good and the judging was by a separate seven-member jury.

The adult exhibits were housed in four buildings holding the over 3200
frames of 12 pages each . One building each for Switzerland, including the
Court of Honor, Europe and Overseas with the Class of Honor and thefourteen
PTT counters for stamps and special covers and cancellations . There were also
separate smaller buildings for the Thematic exhibits and for the Aerophila-
tely . The sixth building housed an 83-dealer bourse . The bourse had large
stands and spacious aisles . There was nice material to be had, but no bargain
prices.

The opening banquet which followed the tour was a special treat . We were
seated at a table with Col . and Mrs . James De Voss and Ernest Kehr . The many
courses of food and wines were superb . In addition we were able to meet with
President Schlumpf of Switzerland, Prince Heinrich of Liechtenstein and re-
new friendships with President Dahinden and other officials of the VSPV . At
the banquet each guest received a large folder of philatelic goodies inclu-
ding various covers and cards with the NABA souvenir sheet or stamps, a UN
presentation folder with the new refugee series designed by Hans Erni who was

present as well, even a 45 rpm record of the special march composed for NABA.
The evening of the opening we enjoyed a superb supper at a countryside

inn several miles outside Zürich, our hosts being Mr . and Mrs . Josef Marti
and Mr . Georg Valko . Mr . Marti later received a large gold plus one of the
major special prizes for his wonderful Standing Helvetia exhibit which inclu-
ded such items as 71E mint, ½ sheet of 50! (pictured in the handbook, p .189).
72F with no less than seven singles and a strip of three with all different
town cancellations, etc . etc . Mr . Valko showed many really super Standing
Helvetias in his scholarly exhibit . He is one of the major authors of the
SH handbook and his exhibit, in my opinion, merited more than the gold received.

On Saturday the 23rd the highlight was our AHPS get-together . We met at the
bourse stand of Heinz Katcher and then walked to the hotel for lunch on the

As experienced by

Ralph Soderberg
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An international
gathering of
Swiss collectors
(from left to

right):
Tobler, Walton,
Rawnsley, Kelly,
Eggen, Wieden-
meier, Bullstrode,

Rutherfoord, and
Bauman.

A view thru

one of the many
exhibition halls.

Federal diligence
No . 880 in the
big parade thru
Zürich, one of
a number of
coaches that car-
ried some 261,000

passengers over
the Gothard pass
between Flüelen
and Camerlata
during the years
1850 thru 1882.
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31st floor . Our AHPS contingent included Dale Eggen, Ed Walton, MarioWieden-
meier, Gene Kelly, Emil Tobler, Howard Bauman, Marilyn and myself . In addi-

tion, our English HPS friends included Mr . E.J.Rawnsley, the long-time editor
of their Newsletter, Cdr . Bullstrode, Heinz Katcher and his friend Sidney
Ivanier, plus Zürich resident and author Mr . Rutherfoord.

On Sunday the 24th the "Festumzug " (Special Parade) took place thru the
inner city of Zürich . It was a spectacular event . The parade was divided into
62 sections with many marching bands, various old PTT coaches and buses,
several cantonal groups in their native costumes as seen on the Pro Juventute
stamps, etc . etc . The parade had over 2000 participants and was about two
miles long. Our grandstand was set in front of the Fraumünster Cathedral fa-

cing the bridge as well as the Grossmünster Cathedral, all featured on the
NABA souvenir sheet.

The exhibits were truly superb with wonderful material in all fields.
The exhibition was well attended ; a conservative estimate of 33,000 visitors.

The five Grand Prix awards were as follows: Class of Honor to a superb 10-

frame showing of Switzerland 1843-1882 with gorgeous Cantonals . Group I,
Switzerland to a 10-frame study of Switzerland 1843-1862 . Group II and III,
Europe and Overseas, to a 10-frame study of Great Britain 1840-1841 . Group

IV, Aero- and Astro-Philately, to a 10-frame showing of airmails of the
world 1870-1934 . Group V, Thematic, to a 10-frame showing of Play and Sport
on Snow and Ice . In the literature class the Gold award went to the SVP
(Machine Cancellation Society) for the 2-volume Machine Cancellation Handbook.

AHPS ' north-American members did well too with their five exhibits.

Harlan Stone received Vermeil for his Helvetic Republic postal history ; Ed
Walton Large Silver for his lovely Standing Helvetias, and Charles LaBlonde

Silver for his Geneva postal history . I showed my Standing Helvetias in the
Court of Honor* . So did Ernie Kehr with his Pionier Airmails of Egypt.

One exhibit out of the mainstream was very much enjoyed : Henry Günther ' s
ten frames of proofs and essays 1843-1943 contained some truly marvelous
material . Heinz Katcher ' s amazing find of the 5 Rp . rayed star postage due
was on display in a frame to itself (see cover story upfront).

The Palmares Banquet was held Saturday evening the 30th at the Hotel
International . The banquet room was lovely with seating for 500 at tables of
eight with elegant settings and candle light . Space permitting, another 300
would have attended . The medals to be awarded had been posted earlier on each
exhibit . The special awards and the five Grand Prix had been kept secret until
that evening with some of the ballotting taking place during the banquet only,
resulting in some delay.

We were pleased to be seated with Mr . and Mrs . Ronald Lee, President
of the British Philatelic Society and Mrs . Alma Lee, who is President of our
sister society, the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain . Mrs . Lee
won Gold plus a special prize for her exhibit of Strubels and perforated
Sitting Helvetias.

On the final day, Sunday July 1, attendance remained high and it was over
too soon . The time for dismounting had been assigned before the show and was
accomplished with no waiting at all . Our trip home on Swissair was made more
enjoyable by sharing it with Ann and Ed Walton.

NABA ZÜRI 84 could only be described in superlatives . The next National
Exhibition will probably be held in Geneva in 1990. They have a tough act
to follow!
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STEHENDE HELVETIA

AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I -- INSTALLMENT 13

The following installment has been translated by Donald Mason (see also
p .171 June/July 83 issue of TELL).

8 . THE RETOUCHES

The main interest of the collector who has chosen the
"Standing Helvetia" as a specialization is usually directed at
retouches and often also at the preceding wear on the plates.
This plate wear, as well as the colorless plate flaws (for ex-
ample the Helvetta), is almost without exception the starting
point for the repair work . The majority of the known retouches
were introduced on the printing plates . But this does not ex-
clude the possibility that retouches were likewise introduced
at each of the intermediate stages . Thus one finds retouches
--mostly minor ones--on the intermediate plates with 10 and 25
subjects
subjects .

as well as on the original (master) plates of 100

8 .1 THE BORDER BETWEEN VARIETIES AND RETOUCHES

Flaws exist which were caused by the printing process and
which look like retouches but are not. A few examples follow.

One sometimes finds stamps of the 30c . value (68Ec + d and
68Db) with characteristic vertical or slanted lines in the
oval . These lines often resemble retouches, as for example
the 30 c . stamps depicted below . A comparison with the still-
extant printing plate, however, leads to the conclusion that
these are not retouches . The cause of these lines can not yet
be explained.

(Photos and screen prints)

The following stamps show lines which occasionally extend
into the spear ("spear with saw-teeth"), the coat-of-arms, the
garment, or into the oval frame . Although even these lines
often look like retouches, they are not at all repairs . Rather
they can be traced back to the vagaries of printing, produced
for example through the slight slippage of the paper, through
an overly long contact of the paper with the printing plate,
and so on .

(Photos and screen prints, pages 63-64)

A number of 66E show a somewhat darker oval . In the past
these were considered retouches . In reality these specimens
are ones where the edge worn down and the oval appears corre-
spondingly darker . One finds this appearance particularly in
the stamps of the 9th and 10th rows of the plate . The follow-
ing stamps are a typical example of printing plate IIa next to
a normal stamp.

(Photos)

p .63

p .64
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8 .2 THE RETOUCHES
p .65

In the main two tools were employed for repairs : the burin
and the roulette . With the burin the printer obtained a rather
more line-like structure on the stamp image . With the roulette
the appearance of the retouch is more like points or dotted
lines .

(Photo captions for page 65)

Repair of the left half of

	

Repair of the entire oval
the stamp with a burin .

	

with the roulette.

Fine burin retouch at

	

Moderately fine
left and right of the

	

burin retouch
head .

	

lower left in
the oval.

Fine burin retouch at

	

Moderately fine
the right in the oval . burin retouch at

the right in the
oval.

(Photo captions for page 66)

Combined retouch with

	

Combined retouch with
burin and roulette at

	

burin and roulette left
left in the oval .

	

and right of the spear.

Fine line retouches

	

Coarser line re-

	

Point retouches
with the roulette

	

touches with the

	

with the roulette
between head and

	

roulette left and at the right in
spear .

	

right of the

	

the oval plus
spear .

	

burin retouch in
the top of the
garment.

Fine line retouches

	

Coarser line re-

	

Point retouches
with the roulette at

	

touches with the

	

with the roulette
the left in the oval .

	

roulette in the

	

at the right in
entire oval .

	

the oval plus
burin retouch in
the top of the
garment.

Aside from these two tools, now and then yet a third means
was used to repair the printing plates : the polishing or
burnishing iron . This tool was used in order to make lines en-
graved too deeply leave a thinner impression or to change
slightly raised or also flat parts.

The burnishing iron could also be employed to remove small
holes which had developed through use on the printing plate
after a time . These holes appeared on the stamp image in the
form of small color points, for example in the garment . The
cause of these pointed surfaces is a small crystalline deposit
of copper on the cathode, which originated during the manufac-
ture of the printing plate in the galvanic bath . Theyoccurred
particularly when the concentration of the bath was too weak.

The use of the burnishing iron resulted in the evening out
of the printing plate surface again (and consequently it would

Coarse burin re-
touch between
spear and head.

Coarse burin re-
touch left and
right of the
spear .

p .66

p.67
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not accept ink any more) . The engraved line was made narrower
as a result and the line structure refined.

Some examples follow of stamps from the same positions which
were reworked with the burnishing iron . One can only observe
and recognize this repair when both stages--before and after
the repair--are placed side-by-side . For this reason we have
foregone cataloging this type of repairs or retouches.

(Photos and screen prints)

The Retouch Tables

At the end of each chapter, immediately before the photo
part, are presented in one or more tables the retouches
which belong to the value . In this table, grouped by catalog
viewpoint, the stamps are arranged by original (master) plate
and printing plate . The tables are principally divided into
three main groups:

1. Into "border retouches" with the numbers R1 to 10 (with an
index for the original plate).

2. Into "retouches of the ribbons and value shield" with the
numbers R11 to 20.

3. Into "oval retouches" with the numbers R21 and following.

The retouches of the large numerals of value are in the main
group of the border retouches.

EXAMPLE OF A RETOUCH TABLE
(EXTRACT)

(Notes)

1) Designation of the value and the original plate.
2) Catalog number (Zumstein).
3) Color shade(s).
4) Year of issue.
5) Printing press.
6) Designation of the printing plate (when known).
7) Position number, when known.
8) Catalog description.
9 . Sequence number.
** Additional information.

(Photo captions for page 68)

92A Plate wear

	

92C Retouch State 1 92C Retouch State 2

p.68
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Here are some directions and explanations to the various
columns of the retouch tables:

1st COLUMN
Here a sequence number is given to the retouch(es) . As a
rule border retouches are grouped together under the same
number in logical groups . Significant oval retouches are
usually listed and described separately under their own
sequence number, while less significant retouches with simi-
lar appearance are usually collectively listed under the
same sequence number and then described.

Some retouches occur in several phases or have been periodi-
cally touched up, for example the beautiful retouch on the
values 67D and 73D with the description "torch-like spear"
in at least 8 different stages . These diverse stages in the
history of a stamp position are logically listed under the
same sequence number.

2nd COLUMN
In this column the retouches are described . It is often
difficult to present the description so clearly that the
manner of execution and especially the location of the re-
touch in the stamp image is clear-cut . The small-format
screen prints show the main locations of the oval retouches
and the larger screen print which follows that establishes
all the sections of the stamp image.

(Photo captions for page 69)

Left of the

	

Both sides

	

Between spear

	

Both sides of
spear .

	

of the

	

and head .

	

Helvetia.
spear.

Right side
in the oval.

Columns of the retouches

The signs used in these columns have the following meanings:

x: The value listed at the top of this column has the retouch
indicated in the description.

x? : The value listed at the top of this column presumably has
the retouch indicated in the description.

P+Num . : The value listed at the top of the column shows plate
wear which is clearly visible and which led later to the
retouch.

0 +Num. : Known plate position.

() : Position of one of the four sheets of 100.

LAST COLUMN
Here are listed--when known--the position number(s) of the
retouch(es) presented under this sequence number.

The Photo Section of the Retouches

The retouch tables explain in the description as well as
possible the repairs introduced on the corresponding stamp
position . In the illustration section following the tables are
presented most of the oval retouches and a selection of the
border retouches . For all the illustrated retouches, the re-
touched places on the stamp image are illustrated as accurately

p .69

p .70
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as possible on an additional screen print next to the stamp
picture . Of course it is not possible to reproduce the
original retouch perfectly . In order to show the stamp image
and specifically the repairs in a large format, often only
parts of the stamp are reproduced . If retouched places can be
found scattered on the entire stamp image, then either two
pictures are reproduced side-by-side (one for the upper and
the other for the lower half of the stamp, with overlap), or
the stamp is shown completely in one picture.

The following indicia supplement the photos or reproductions:

--Below the screen print is listed the position number in the
plate, where known . For the position we use the symbol D.

--Above the screen print is the sequence number assigned in
the retouch tables . We have already mentioned that in some
cases several retouches could be grouped together under the
same sequence number.

--On the screen print elongated arrowheads often point to the
location of the retouch. This helps find the retouch, par-
ticularly when there are only small retouches.

--Worn places are framed on the screen print and likewise noted
with arrowheads . Occasionally a wear spot can be used also
in the identification of the position number.

--On the screen print are drawn the position features (when
known) which determine the location of the stamp in the sheet.
Usually there are small dots, lines, etc . and they are marked
with small arrows . These features usually determine the
assignment of a retouched stamp to a specific position on the
printing plate and thereby also to a specific catalog or
sequence number in the retouch table . Often these fine features
are only poorly or not at all visible on the actual repro-
duction of the original stamp image, either by reason of tech-
nical difficulties associated with the reproduction process
or because a cancel covers the feature . On the original stamp
itself these colored or colorless features can, of course,
usually be seen.

(Photo caption for page 70)

> Retouch.
♦ Color spots or lines as position features.
q Position .

To be continued .



A few samples of retouches from the col-
lection of RBS, again with current Zumstein

catalog numbers on the first line and the
new handbook numbers on the second .

Who's Who?
We cannot let the year
go by without giving
some form of credit to
a very dedicated Swiss
by the name of Ulrich

Zwingli, whose 500th
birthday was commemo-
rated on Jan .1 this

year . While not as
prominent a figure
during the reformation

as Luther and Calvin,
Zwingli nevertheless
got the ball rolling
in Switzerland and

I left his mark on his

as well as on many
generations to follow.
Zwingli grew up on a
farm in Wildhaus (Tog-
genburg) . Studied
theology and practiced
first in Glarus . Was
a field chaplain with
the Swiss mercenaries
fighting theill-fated
battle of Marignano

(1515) . Cursed, because
Swiss under one foreign
warlord ended up figh-
ting Swiss under another
foreign king, but a
blessing in disguise,

as it put a dampener on
the rampant bellige-
rence of the Swiss
boys and created the
basis for Switzerland ' s
ultimate desire for
neutrality in foreign
affairs and conflicts.

While preaching at the
cloister in Einsiedeln
Zwingli started ques-
tioning the gross

aberrations of the church

Continued on page 232.
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

I hope everyone had a pleasant summer . By good fortune I was able

to spend three days in Triesenberg during June . The weather was
perfect and I was able to take several walks in the mountains
above Malbun . It surely is a pleasure to see first-hand the flora
and fauna so beautifully depicted on the FL postage stamps . ..
The dealers in Vaduz were preparing to attend NABA Züri 84 . There
was also much anticipation regarding the new LBK catalog which
should now be available . The prospect for price increases seems
excellent . However, it is another matter as to whether the cur-
rent market will support such increases . Look for adjustments
in catalog discount pricing of stamps by dealers . . . Felix Ganz
is in touch with the publishers of the LBK (Phila-Verlag in Vaduz),
in the hopes of getting a group purchase price on the new cata-
log . I will report any developments in this area when they be-
come available . . .

	

I have copies of correspondence between Dan
Gabathuler and Max Rheinberger that make it appear that a Liech-
tenstein study group may soon be a reality . . .

	

Several people
have written to praise the Ring der Liechtensteiner which is the
Germany-based group of FL collectors . I would say, membership in
this group for the person who can read German is a priority item.
Two points of interest in their recent bulletins include the news
that Liechtenstein will not install the stamp label vending ma-
chines that have become such a non-event in Germany . You can hear
the sigh of relief from FL collectors around the world! [Your
typist-editor says "pity " to that . . .] Another interesting fact
is that the official philatelic service had 38,757 subscribers
in 1967 and that of 1980 it had approximately 86,000 . My next
question is why don ' t they all belong to AHPS? Just kidding,
Henry! . . . [I am slow today, I don ' t get it .-Ed .] . . . You may re-

call my mention of the new Liechtenstein flag several issues ago.
Ms . Bette Goss of the National Geographic Society solved the
puzzle for me . She states that " [the new] flag can be legally
flown only by government officials . However, the old civil and
state flag, with the crown, can also still be used for official
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purposes by local government officials, consular, and diplomatic
services . The old design remains the only legal form for private
citizens " . She also provided me with a wonderful short article
on the history of Liechtenstein ' s flag and great coat-of-arms.
Any reader sending me a business-size SASE with 370 return
postage will receive a copy . Truly an interesting subject . . . How
about including a brief note with news or your collecting inter-
ests along with your request for this article . Incidentally, the
Liechtenstein athletes at the LA Olympiad carried the traditional
flag with the Royal Crown . . . Does anyone know why there are so

many of Scott #395 (Zumstein #384) in the USA? This high-value
(10 Fr .) stamp is to be found everywhere, in price lists, special
offers, and auctions . Not only in single form but also in sheets
of four as issued which are often described erroneously as
souvenir sheets . Was this stamp subject to heavy speculation by some-
one in the States? . . . The new " people and work " definitive series

starts in September . Another of those jumbo FDC that will not fit
your album size! Actually, the stamp designs are quite inter-
esting . I note that banking and commerce get the low value and
the postal service takes the high value in this group . Some
friendly rivalry here? Hmm? It would be a good idea to check and
make sure that you have all values of the previous definitive
issue as they will disappear over the next several years . Also
keep a lookout for covers with the combination of old and new
issues . . .

	

I would be glad to hear from you . Until next time . ..

Auf Wiedersehen!

AWARDS AT NABA ZÜRI 84

The NABA-ZURI show was quite fabulous and resembled an
international show more than the National it was . The standard of
collections was very high ". From talking to various dealers, I
got the feeling that they went away quite happy, but very
tired

Ed . C . Walton



SWISS BOOKLETS 1 THRU 4 MAY HAVE BEEN
PRODUCED DIFFERENTLY THAN ASSUMED SO FAR.

Kurt Trüssel, a well-known collector and stamp dealer from Luzern,
advances an interesting new theory in the latest SBZ (6-7/84)
concerning the actual manufacturing method of these first Swiss
booklets . Up to now (and mainly based on the say-so of Ernst
Müller) it has been thought that these four booklets issued in
1904 and 1905, containing panes of the Cross & Figure stamps Z61,
Z65, Z82, and Z83, were produced from the lefthand rows plus the
selvage of regular 100-field (counter)sheets.

Based on a vertical pair of a Z61B with left selvage that is per-
forated thru and contains two control marks K Il,and some additio-
nal checking with owners of complete mint booklets, Mr . Trüssel
thinks that it is fairly safe to assume that these booklets --
like their successors -- were produced from gutter and tete-beche
sheets* as well, even if no-one to this date has found or seen
any of these sheets, nor a gutter pair or tete-beche pair of the
10 Cts . value nor a gutter-pair of the 5 Cts . (tete-beches of the
5 Cts . are known, but are attributed rather to printer ' s error(s)
than anything else) . Proof for the use of a gutter half as
binding (stitching) selvage is there, and expert Guinand has ex-
cluded the possibility of a shift of the control mark embossing
by one row.

Why then, after 80 years, have we not seen any sheets, intact
gutter-pairs or tete-beches so far? Mr . Trüssel has several
thoughts on this:

-The printer, Stämpfli in Bern, obtained the job (of producing
800,000 booklets) under a strict competitive bidding procedure.
The layout of the sheet (known at that time as having been
employed by other nations ' postes) must have given him the com-
petitive edge and a 100% or zero-waste yield.
-No sale of such sheets to the public would have been of interest to
either the postes or the printer.
-The postal administration was operating with tight budgets and
controls . Each sheet of paper (yielding 400 stamps) supplied to
the printer had to be accounted for . Anyone missing and not
attributed to makeready had to be paid for by the printer at full face
value . In our case here, that would be 400 @ 10 Cts . = 40 Fr .,
which would have meant a lot of money and profit down the drain.

All that makes good sense . Now, to get some more support for his
theory, Mr . Trüssel is asking all owners of booklets 1-4 to check
their goodies and determine whether the selvage on their panes is

perforated thru or not . His address is Kurt Trüssel, 	 Hirschnatt-
strasse 42, 6003 Luzern,	 Switzerland .

	

HRatz

*See TELL #8, August 1983, p . 212, for a typical arrangement to
yield three booklet panes across such a sheet.
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SKATING IN SWITZERLAND

	

By B . T . Wright

Switzerland, which has as a country long supported the winter sports of
skating and skiing, is the home of the headquarters for the two international
federations which govern them on the worldwide basis . It is also the location
(in Lausanne) of the headquarters of the International Olympic Committee.

The International Ski Federation (FIS) is located in Bern, while the In-
ternational Skating Union (ISU), which is the oldest winter sports federation
(founded in 1892), has been headquartered in Davos-Platz since 1946 . Appro-
priately, Davos is also the home of the International Skating Club (ISC),
founded in 1894, one of the oldest active skating clubs in the world and
famous for its speed skating track.

There have been many international skating championships held in

Switzerland over the years : World Figure Skating Championships -14, European
Figure Skating Championships - 17, World Speed Skating Championships - 8,
European Speed Skating Championships - 12, as well as two Olympic Winter
Games (St . Moritz 1928 and 1948) . The first such championship was the World

Speed Skating Championship held in Davos in 1898.
Despite its faithful support of international competition in skating,

Switzerland has had but one World Champion, Hans Gerschwiler of Neuchatel,
who won the Men's title in the first post-war championship in 1947.
Although Switzerland has issued a few stamps from time to time with
sports themes, it is not a country which has placed much emphasis on sports
in its philatelic emissions, despite the high level of participation in
sports of its citizens and the large number of major events it has conducted.
As a result, the stamps directly featuring ice skating have been few and far
between, there being but two to date, while for the Olympic Winter Games
there have been only four.

The first and only stamp for figure skating issued by Switzerland
(Scott 470) was for the 1966 World Figure Skating Championship held in Davos.
This championship was unique in itself, in that it was the last major inter-
national championship in figure skating held entirely out of doors, all those
since taking place by rule indoors!

The second and only stamp for speed skating (Scott 619) was issued for the
1977 World Speed Skating Championship for Men which was scheduled to be held
in Davos . However, the championship commemorated never in fact took place
there . After a week of unseasonably warm weather and a resulting lack of
outdoor ice, the championship was transferred to Heerenveen in the Nether-
lands and conducted successfully a week later, through the courtesy of the
Dutch Association acting on behalf of its Swiss counterpart.

There has also been one stamp (Scott 404) for ice hockey, issued in
1961 in honor of the World Ice Hockey Championship of that year, held in
Geneva and Lausanne.

While three stamps were issued in 1944 (Scott 290-292) in honor of the
50th anniversary of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), founded in
1894, the only other Olympic stamps have been the set of four semi-postals
(Scott B170-173) issued in 1948 in anticipation of the first post World
War II Olympic Winter Games returning to St . Moritz after twenty years, with
the proceeds going to support the Games.

With the two stamps issued, the Swiss PTT has maintained a nice balance,
with one for each discipline of figure skating and speed skating! It is
doubtful that we will see another issue in the near future, but hopefully
there might be one in 1992 in observance of the one hundred anniversary of
the International Skating Union.

Appendix

World Figure Skating Championships : Davos-1899-1900,1906,1910, 1912, 1922,
1925, 1927, 1948, 1953, 1966 . Geneva-1968 . St . Moritz-1914 . Zurich-1933.

European Figure Skating Championships : Davos-1899, 1904, 1906, 1922, 1924, 1926,
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1929,1939,1947, 1959 . Geneva-1962,1976 . St . Moritz-1931, 1935, 1938 . Zurich-

1951, 1971.

World Speed Skating Championships : Davos-1898, 1908, 1928,1936,1937,1938,
1951, 1960.

European Speed Skating Championships : Davos-1899,1902,1904,1906,1907,1929,
1932, 1937, 1949, 1954, 1972 . St . Moritz-1925.

Olympic Winter Games : St . Moritz- 1928, 1948.

New member, Ben Wright, is a Past President of the United States Figure Skat-

ing Association, a World Championship Referee in Figure Skating, and acts as
Chairman for the USFSA Hall of Fame and Museum.

PRICES REALIZED AUCTION#56

ERSTTAG- UND SPEZIALKATALOG

(see review on page 222)

The new 3rd Edition of Schwarzenbach's "Ersttag- und Spezialkatalog "
has been published . This catalog lists and prices first day covers of
Swiss, Liechtenstein, and UN-Geneva stamps . It also lists and prices the
Bundesfeier postcards, Pro Juventute cards, Day of the Stamp cards, and
maximum cards . Once again the Society is offering to act as broker on a
group buy for this invaluable catalog. If 10 or more members sign up to
buy this catalog, we can offer it at $10 postpaid in the United States or
Canada . If you are interested in purchasing a copy, mail a check for $10
made out to R .T . Hall to:

Secretary/Librarian
American Helvetia Philatelic Society
Post Office Box 2425
Gaithersburg
Maryland 20879-0425

The Secretary/Librarian will hold the checks until sufficient orders are
received . If insufficient orders are received, the checks will be returned.
Delivery of the catalogs will probably be in October or November.

Deadline for ordering is September 30, 1984.
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Dear Members,
Auction #57 contains some very nice early material,

four Rayons, eleven Strubels and four pretty Stampless
covers.

As always we are in need of Lots for future Auctions.
Top quality and specialty material sells the best . Thank
you for your continued support.

Catalog values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector
Catalogs or estimated retail.

For Auction #57 1 Sfr = .42e and 1 British pound =
$1 .32 . The Closing date for Auction #57 is October 15,1984 .
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Pages 209 through 212 were a bound-in ballot
with filler material

Page 209 was a continuation of the auction
listings
Page 210 was the ballot
Page 211 was blank (?)
Page 212 was filler on the slide program



POSTMARKS



Gleaned from the notes
of the General Assem-
bly of the SVP (Swiss
Cancel Collectors Club):

" . . .half of the 2000
machine cancel hand-
books printed have
been sold thus far . ..
the authors received
60,000 Fr ., the typing
and printing cost
68,650 Fr . . . the PTT
Fund contributed
65,000 Fr . . . . " .
Quite an undertaking
for a small club like
ours of 500 members!

They also decided to
pay future authors
for contributions to
their journal ' s
content, at the dis-
cretion of its editor.
For that they voted
to increase dues to 40
Fr . (about $16) . Call
that a progressive
society .

	

HRatz
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The Postal MARKINGS and

CANCELLATIONS OF SWITZERLAND;

Part

	

90;

By Felix Ganz

MODERN, DATELESS TOWN STRAIGHTLINE MARKSCANCELLATIONS

Aa2 Larger Offices ' Marks on Stamps, prior to 1925.L

Larger postal facilities all possess at least one straight-
line town postmark -- without date . These straightlines
serve as "Dienststempel," or service markings, on all sorts
of forms, receipts, accounting ledgers, or on cards or enve-
lopes as sender ' s mark . Frequently, too, they are
encountered on postal labels (registration, COD, value declared,etc .)
of all kinds . On stamps they are relatively infrequent al-
though by no means illegal . Postal regulations prescribe
only that "the town postmark must be affixed clearly on each
outgoing piece of mail," but for years apparently did not
specifically state that such a mark HAD to have a date .There-
fore eager cancellation collectors, with the help of oblig-
ing postal personnel, were able to have their wishes granted
quite easily, and because of that philatelically produced i-
tems, on stamps, exist in greater quantity than truly
necessary usages of these marks in an emergency (breakdown of the

cds ; impossibility of striking a clear mark because of the
parcel's shape ; et al .).

Often it is only possible -- especially on cut-outs -- to
approximate the year of a marking by the type of stamp used;
but Figs . 24 - 27 demonstrate what many larger post offices
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R EVI EWS
ZUMSTEIN GANZSACHEN SCHWEIZ ; 1984 . Felix Ganz

(Postal Stationery Catalogue of Switzerland); 7th edition;
232 pages . Retail price in Switzerland : 25 SFr . ($11 .50 US).
Postage to the US and Canada : airmail $3 .50 ; seamail 1 .85.
Available from Zumstein Verlag, POB 2585, 3001 Bern, Switzer-
land . (See also special offer to AHPS members in July TELL .)

Nine years have elapsed since the sixth edition of this inform-
ative volume appeared, and -- while not very many new issues
needed to be recorded -- it was high time for the 1984 edition
to appear because ever increasing numbers of stamp and cover
collectors are turning to the formerly neglected field of post-
al stationery ; and the 1976 edition had been sold out for years.

The current edition was published in close cooperation with
specialists in the Swiss Collectors Society of Entires, and
thus net pricing seems to be very realistic -- to the probable
chagrin of many US bourse dealers who price according to Hig-
gins and Gage, and then double that price!

No major changes are apparent organizationally ; but added were
a listing (unpriced) of all existing postal card booklets as
well as a chapter on international reply coupons . The "Service
Cards" chapter was augmented by listing the freight arrival
notice cards of the Grisons Railways (1961 - 76 ; and the chapter
on Internati . Reply Coupons was substantially expanded.

In the chapter on National Fete Cards a most helpful pricing
scheme for the stampless cards issued during World War I for
soldiers in active service has been added, and collectors will
note that these cards, in used form, command prices (IF post-
marked with a military strike) from $35 to 50, and mint from
$12 to 25.

All discoveries made over the last ten years have been catalo-
gued ; errors and inaccuracies corrected ; and the listing (al-
phabetically, by card chronology) of all postal cards with .
photo vignettes has been retained as an appendix.

As far as pricing is concerned it should surprise no one that
the extremely rare Geneva Canton envelopes of 1846 have appre-
ciated by from 25 to 50% in unused and by about 100% in used
form . Thus #1, for example, jumped from SFr . 3000 and 18,000
to 4,500 and 32,000.

All envelopes from 1867 to 1886 have become more expensive, es-
pecially in used form . The same applies to the Bern Expo letter
sheets (up 100% or more), Zürich Expo 1939 letter cards (up 80 -
150%) and to all the rarer wrappers and postal cards . Thus the
7i on 10 Tell bust wrapper (Z43 ; the one without the original
sales price indicum of 11 cts .) jumped from SFr . 35 to 80
unused and from SFr . 50 to 250 used.

Printed-to-private-order used stationery also has been massively
increased in price : up to 3000%, but on the average about 500 -
1000% -- a move long overdue.

Generally speaking this German language-only catalogue is very
easy to understand, well printed and a long awaited addition to
the library of many collectors of Switzerland philately .
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SCHWEIZERISCHES LUFTPOST HANDBUCH ; 1984 By Felix Ganz

(Swiss Aeropostal Handbook) ; apparently sixth edition (not
so indicated) . Available (seamail) for SFr . 50 (currently
about $22 .50) from Schweiz . Aerophilatelisten-Verein,
Brünneliweid 11, 8340 Hinwil (Switzerland).

The newest edition is of about the same weight and thick-
ness as the previous edition (1978) was . This statement is
made because no continuous pagination exists . Instead,
each chapter (of which there are 26 as opposed to 25 in
1978) has its own pagination to which one is quite easily
guided by a chronological index/abbreviations/black side
marks system . However, in spite of a few introductory pa-
ragraphs' translation into English and French, the editors
might consider, for the benefit of French and English
speaking users, a translation of the first index page!

The editors stress that items are NOT net priced but rath-
er evaluated by a point system ; but a comparison with
mint and used airmail stamps as well as with the air post-
al stationery chapter in the new Zumstein Postal Statione-
ry of Switzerland quickly educates the reader to the fact
that one point really corresponds to one Swiss franc.

Interestingly, in the postage stamps section this handbook
lists no mint never hinged copies and prices until 1941 --
a happy observation and a realistic one, too.

All chapters of this catalogue/handbook, where necessary,
have been brought up-to-date through 1983, and two intro-
ductory features have been added : a perpetual calendar to
2008, and a list of basic Swiss postal rates (NOT airmail;
that study is still in progress).

Extremely handy and valuable is the chronological index
for all categories of first and special (plus some other)
flights into one survey-type master list . It facilitates
the locating of an event or a flight immensely.

The richly illustrated handbook is tremendously detailed
and thus an absolute MUST for a collector of Swiss airmail
material . It covers flights, from historic balloon as-
cents to the present ; stamps, vignettes, labels and
stickers; cancellations and markings; Zeppelin and Do X flights
with Swiss mail ; military mail and postmarks ; catastrophe
mail, emergency flights, crashed flights and Scadta mail;
official and printed-to-private-order stationery ; and prac-
tically everything else that has to do with something mov-
ing in the air, or depicting it . NOT listed are privately
organized and postally non-sanctioned events such as kids'
balloons races, carrier pigeon competitions, or truly pri-
vate commemorations of local air events.

The catalogue also covers Liechtenstein's airmail issues
and activities . It is not cheap, but certainly worth the
price . . . .and the next issue probably won't appear until 1990.

1984 ERSTTAG- UND SPEZIALKATALOG SCHWEI Z/LIECHTENSTEIN/UNO GENF

(First Day and Specialties Catalogue Switzerland/
Liechtenstein/ UN Geneva, 1984) by Hans Schwarzenbach and
Max Bietenholz . Available for SFr . 22, plus postage from:
Verlag Philatelie und Postgeschichte, CH-8962 Bergdietikon,
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Switzerland . 213 pages . Many cover and cancel illustrati-
ons . Most information trilingual : German/French/English.

Many years ago there existed a thin booklet called the Tan-
ner FDC Catalogue . Specialization and the ever mounting de-
sire of putting together more unusual collections has re-
sulted in a considerable number of priced catalogues of
Swiss philatelic material not covered in standard catalogues
of Switzerland.
The above-named book -- a much improved and extended update
from its 1981 version which we happen to have at hand -- has
vastly wider coverage . It is recommended to any Switzerland
specialist collector who likes to peruse US dealers' boxes
at shows and bourses, or colleagues' offerings at stamp club
meetings, because a little bit of studying and subsequent
knowledge will pay for this catalogue through one good buy:

In addition to FDC listings, beginning with the 1900 UPU is-
sue on cover, but also giving prices for full FD strikes on
loose singles, pairs and blocks of four, the catalogue pro-
ceeds to list all Swiss National Fete cards -- in a variety
of conditions -- first day-canceled collection sheets and
PTT	 Folders, Day of the postage stamp cancellations, cards
and envelopes, and all Pro Juventute picture postcards AND
New Year's greetings envelopes with special designs, and in
a final chapter, Maximum Cards of official status as well as
forerunners.
Everything is priced according to current retail over there.

Liechtenstein (from 1912) and UN Geneva, from its inception,
have separate chapters on first day items.

If you do more than just paste one Swiss postage stamp of
each issue into an album, then this volume is foryou. F.Ganz

While we are at reviewing, one other worthwhile publication made its
appearance at NABA ZÜRI. Titled "DIE ZÜRCHER KANTONALMARKEN VON 1843", written and
documented by Mr . Jakob Gnägi (Head of the PTT collection at the Postal Mu-
seum in Bern), it is the first major work on this subject matter since Mira-
baud ' s & de Reuterskjöld ' s "Die Schweizer Postmarken 1843-1862" of 1899.
Although the original concept for this book had to be axed down quite a bit
with the red pencil in order to arrive at a palatable sale price what made
it into print is still very much a complete overview of these first two Swiss
issues . Format 6"x8¼" , 114 pages paperbound, mostly b&w with two 4/c pages.
Includes a special gimmick under the back cover of four foldout sheets . When
you put them together you have the " 6 " plated, showing every single variety
in red ink of the 100-field sheet . The other content contains : Postal history,
Introduction of the stamps, Essays, Printing, the 100-stamp sheet with all
varieties described, mint multiples, cancellations, frankings, blind embos-
sing die, reprints, forgeries and an extensive bibliographic listing . -
Highly recommended for the collector of Cantonals and can read German . Price
16 .- sFr . + 6 .- sFr . in airmail postage to the US, that's about $10 (a steal).
Can be obtained from the NABA ZÜRI Sekretariat, POB 462, CH-8034 Zürich,
Switzerland . Also, since the work was subsidized by the PTT Fund for the Ad-
vancement of Philatelie, our president should have gotten a copy by now for
our library .

	

HRatz

In the last issue we reviewed and recommended SPEZI III, the plate flaw et al
catalog of Switzerland . A few copies are available to AHPS members for the
special price of $6 .00. Again : first come (check) first served! Write to
Felix Ganz, POB A-3843, Chicago IL 60690 .
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THE SAD STORY OF THE ON OVERPRINTS
By Henry Ratz

Second and final installment.

In the interest of accuracy we are reprinting here the cover illustration
from last month ' s TELL . Our printer just didn ' t have his gear together . ..
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Postmuseum Prints

To make this issue real confusing it has to be mentioned that next to the
genuine and the forged stamps there exists a third version . It ' s the one you

will find on exhibit at the postal museum in Bern . How come? Under normal

circumstances, the stamp control arm of the postal administration had to fur-
nish a certain amount of sheets of any newly issued stamp to the federal

archives and the postal museum . However, and as we have seen earlier, since
the people in this particular office did not consider these overprints as
their responsibility, or new, for that matter, no stamps were set aside for
this purpose . When the museum finally requested them several months later,
neither the control bureau nor the IKW could fulfil the request, as everything
had been sold months earlier . In order to satisfy the request, though, the
stamp control people ordered the printer to make up a few sheets, this some-
time around end of September 1919 . However, the original typeform had already

been dismantled by then and they had to set the entire form again . Thus the
sheets today at the museum differ from the original printing and cannot be
considered as true originals . It is also assumed today that none of these
museum prints ever ended up in private hands.

What made Mr. Hertsch sen . so sure that he could distinguish one from the

other, and what makes Zumstein so confident today that above anyone else they
are best suited to separate forged from genuine ones? Simple : While the

Stamp Control Bureau did not have any sheets left to hand over to the museum,
at least its manager, Mr . Schwegler, was smart enough to squirrel away [or
acquire, as they say] a few of the original ones for himself . Many years

later, he sold two of the 3 Rp . value to Mr . Hertsch . In addition, Mr . Hertsch

was able to study and, I presume, photograph the printer ' s archive material,

including such items as galley proofs of the type form, delivery reports, etc.

In his article in the No.1/1944 BBZ he shows side-by-side the complete 25-up
original handset press form and the one used for the museum prints . I shall
refrain from reproducing them here, mainly because the end result of an
imprecise reproduction process (as we use for TELL), by using a copy of a copy
of yet another copy, can be very misleading . I might do you a disservice and
could lead you to some wrong conclusions in checking your material. Veri-
fication, obviously, is based on given characteristics displayed by
individual letters and hyphens and their relation to each other in a line. With a
good power glass (10x or better 30x) you can pinpoint (in a fairly eyestrai-
ning exercise) each field position with the help of these variations . Need-
less to say, the task is rendered a lot easier and foolproof if one has
multiples of these overprints, like a pair or a block of four . This way,
even wrong leading used by forgers would show up in baseline distance
comparisons or lateral position variations from one stamp to the next one.

To better understand these nuances you have to know that hand set type (made
of a lead, zinc and antimony alloy) is used over and over again, as opposed
to line casting setting methods such as Linotype and Monotype . Once a print
run is completed and after a certain grace period has elapsed, the page or
form is being dismantled and each letter is dropped in its proper slot in the
printer ' s case. Mainly, but not exclusively, during the printing individual
letters get damaged ; also, improper makeready, wrong pressure setting, rough
paper and dirt particles in the ink will work on the surface design of this
rather soft lead with the result that many letters are "marked for life "
sooner or later.

Many of the forged overprints we find today were produced on the premises of
the contract printer . They were done by an employee behind the boss ' back for
outsiders, probably after the first public sale of these stamps was closed.
The printing form no longer existed, so he had to set a new one . Although he
used the same type face from the same type case these overprints can be
spotted today when compared with the original form because some of the same
broken letters or lettera with specific characteristics show up in a different
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configuration with other letters with telltale signs in a given field . For
example, if a broken lower-case " u" is documented in the original form in
combination of an "r e and an " i " that have their bottom serif clipped and that

same broken " u" shows up on your stamp with intact and well-printed serifs
on the " r " and " i " you know you have a counterfeit on your hand . But, as Mr.

Hertsch pointed out, some are easy to spot, yet others only yield after
tedious work.

The one on last issue ' s cover and reproduced here again (better, I hope), is

simply too clean and clinical, the sharpness of the details in the "s" and the

" f " , for example, give it away as a forgery, and that broken "h" is nowhere
to be found in the original press form . Further, none of the hyphens in the
original form were as thin and as cleanly separated from the "s" as in the
example here . The forger of this one also used less pressure and/or less ink
than was used in the original run . If this is all so obvious, the question then

remains : Why would such a well-respected philatelist and expert like Mr . E.

Diena sign it as "genuine "? There are apparently other experts that have been
fooled by this set, Dr . Fulpius, for one.

Tete-beche as well as overprints with spelling errors like "Kriegswirtschaft "

appear to be all forgeries as well, A collector nn Bern in frequent profes-
sional contact with the contract printer seems to have been the originator
of these rarities . Also court documents in one instance reveal admission by
a forger as : "For the 74s Mr . S . paid 5 Fr . I also produced tete-beches for
which he paid more " . ..

Thick overprints

The thick overprint was accomplished in a total of 14 printings, from Sept .3,
1918 thru April 11, 1919, by using all the time the same original type form.

During the same period this form was used repeatedly for private purposes,
sometimes just before or after an official run . Obviously such prints cannot

be discerned from the legal ones, but it would be fairly safe to assume that
because of them the official printorder can he augmented by a few thousands
to account for these illegal prints.

Other interesting material

7½ Rp ., Type III: Among the 74 Rp . sheets delivered by the Stamp Control
office for the first (thin) overprinting in June 1818 were some of the type

III Tell boy (large, symmetric crossbow handle) . The few ones that survived

command a hefty premium today.

Postal cards : Along with the stamps a certain amount of postal cards were
overprinted as well . Two cards, listed in Zumstein ' s Postal Stationery

Catalog as cards #59 and 64 came into play . The first printing with thin

overprint was done on 5000 7½ Rp . cards and 1000 10 Rp . cards . In a second

printing, with thick overprint this time, some 300 7½ Rp . and 5200 10 Rp.
cards went thru the press . That totals to 5300 74s and 6200 10s .* At the

time of the leftover inventory (after demonetization) they counted in stock

1974 7½ Rp . cards and 5463 10 Rp . cards . That would give us a total utili-

zation or postally used cards of 3326 7½s and only 737 10s . Catalog prices

today reflect that situation rather well : Only the 7i Rp . with thin over-

print lists a used price of 200 Fr ., while all others will go for whatever the

*This information, as compiled by Mr . Auberson in 1919 on the basis of
shipping documents, does not correlate with the numbers listed in the above
mentioned Stationery catalog, where the two categories are given as 5000

and 1000 respectively . In view of the numbers obtained when a leftover in-
ventory was dressed I believe the catalog information is incorrect .-Ed.
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market will bear, provided you can find any of them . And if you find them,

double caution is recommended, as both the overprint as well as the cancel

would have to be ascertained.
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Various Catalogs as described in text.

The AHPS Postal History Study Group will continue . A survey
earlier this year showed that nine members want the group
to remain active despite little recent activity.

Harlan Stone, the group's first chairman, has agreed to
resume this position, replacing Chuck LaBlonde, who has re-
signed after several years of dedicated leadership.

Since 19th century postage rates appeared in the survey as
the topic of most interest, the next issues of the group's
newsletter will concentrate on this.

Other AHPS members interested in joining can write Harlan at
P .O. Box 299, Summit, NJ 07901 .
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THE HISTORY OF METER MACHINE CANCELS

Compiled by Heiner Dürst

Translated by Henry Ratz

Installment 4

In the heat of the closing battle for
the last issue I forgot to include
the illustration of the first Canad-
ian meter cancel design . So here it
is for the benefit of our Canadian
friends and others interested.

The years 1924 thru 26 saw a lot of machines installed all over Europe . In
the interest of space I shall shorten the descriptive part in order to move
on quicker to the heart of the Swiss developments . However, I shall retain
most of the illustrations, so that you can recognize and identify some of
them as you browse thru dealers boxes at these bourses . . . Ed.

Germany 1924/26

Two more machines were tested -- one Anker and one Bafra . They turned out
to be the last ones without date and town cancels . Since the PO was inter-
ested in labor savings as well someone finally had the idea to add a cds
to these company meters so that mail could be processed at the POs without
the need for further cancellation.

The vertical arrangement was also found illogical, a prototype with a hori-
zontal design showed up, still using the octagonal value frame
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and the final adopted frame.

Austria 1924/25

The Swiss-made meters "Franco" and "Hasler" were introduced in August of
1924 . The two Haslers showed each with a different design . Each value re-
quired its own cliche, so only a limited amount of fixed values came into
play.

Austria, as first and only country thus far, introduced meters for court

mail (in Vienna and Linz) whereby the port had to be collected from the
receiver, see the word "einzuheben" under the value.

In 1925, the German-made Francotyp A and B were introduced.

France 1924

Invented by Tiranty but distributed by the omnipresent advertising and news
agency Havas, the French went a different route in presenting the date and
town in such a fashion that left the maximum space for advertising slogans.

However, the machine could only print one value, companies, therefore, were
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forced to purchase multiples, or -- which made for a lot of ugly cancel-
lations -- the mail was pushed thru the meters several times till the proper
franking amount was reached!

Belgium 1925

The first two types introduced were Swiss-made, Hasler and Franco . The Eng-
lish-made Universals and home-made Timbrographs came next.

Denmark 1925

Universal and Neopost prototypes were first used in the main PO of Kopen-
hagen.

Simultaneously, company meters by Hasler were introduced . The first design
was rather complex (left) and was soon replaced by the definite one (right),
fashioned after the French idea, allowing the killer bars to carry adverti-
sing slogans.

Holland 1925

24 British-made Universals were installed in Sept . 1925, followed by Franco-
typs in 1927.

Liechtenstein 1925

In 1925 a lottery distributor-agency established its headquarter in Vaduz.
It sent out thousands of promo letters around the world . The volume some-
times was overwhelming to the point where the PO in Vaduz could not keep up
and had to send some bulk shipments to the district PO in St . Gallen (where
they made up an additional Vaduz crown to help out) . The firm then purchased
two Hasler meters, one with 10 Rp . and one with the 30 Rp . value imprint.
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Postally used documentation of the former has eluded us so far . The postally
used 30 Rp . franco cancels (left) are quite cherished by Liechtenstein col-

lectors and the ones with a cds (right) will pump adrenaline even faster
(100 Fr . minimum for the former and 200 Fr . and up for the later--Ed .) . They
exist in two types, distinguished by the different widths of the circles and
height of the type . Curiously, the cds was applied with black ink and the
value portion in red . The machine design of that time, printing from top to
bottom made that feasible.

The first machines were in use from the middle of November 1925 to the be-
ginning of January 1926, which would explain today ' s scarcity of covers.
The number assignment of 386 followed the Swiss serials, since it was the
first in Liechtenstein though, it should have carried #1 . The next cancellers
with oval value portion came into play only as late as 1950, with th values
of 5 Rp. and 1 Fr.

Now, that we have reached Liechtenstein, let ' s go back to Switzerland and
see how things further developed there . As we saw earlier, it was at the
UPU congress of 1920 in Madrid, Spain that these franco cancels were first
considered and then accepted for use on international mail, effective
January 1, 1922.

The introduction of these machines in Switzerland came on November 28, 1923,
with an official description and conditions for their use in No .50 of the
Swiss PTT ' s "Amtsblatt " . The beginnings were rather timid ; by the end of
1930 only about 1000 meters were in use and it took another 28 years to
reach the number 5000. After that, with booming business and labor short-
ages, things accelerated . By 1969 there were 10,000 and today there are
about 21,000 in use . An occasional prophecy that these devils will replace
one day stamps all-together have as much value today as they had some 60
years ago . Rather, like so many other gadgets of modern life, they have
made life a bit easier - at least for our hard-pressed mailroom people -
during these times of explosive business and mail explosion and generated
a phenomenal increase in productivity .

To be continued.

EXOTICA HELVETICA As part of a modern Swiss
collection, the tete-beche sheet of the 1953
Pro Juventute issue (called in the States rather
unceremoniously the "Bugsheet ") is certainly
one of the prettiest and more valuable items.
It also produced one of the few major varieties
that ever slipped thru the hawkeyes of Cour-
voisier 's quality control : The Purple Longicorn
on the 30+10 Rp . value made it a few times
thru the press without getting inked with its
deep red color as shown here in the lower left
stamp of this block of four . Worth about 10-
12,000 Fr . today in mint in a combo like so,
and I don ' t believe any used ones are known.

HRatz
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Continued from page 201.

and was greatly disturbed by the
simultaneous general moral decline.
Zürich was prepared to give this
feisty priest a place as a prea-
cher at the Grossmünster cathedral
in 1518 . He did away quickly with
the excesses of the catholic church
by retaining no more than the two
sacrements of Baptism and Supper.If
my memory still holds, it ' s on the
semantic interpretation of the lat-
ter where he and Luther could not
agree . He also forced Zürich to out-
law mercenary service, a condition
that ended in prosperity for
merchants and artisans alike . At the
same time it isolated Zürich from
its neighbors, as only Bern, St .Gal-
len, Basel andSchaffhausen followed
the new teachings . The catholic can-
tons (mostly rural) felt threatened
by these changes and promised to
fight the new order . The first of
the two religious Kappeler skirmi-
shes in 1529 ensued and Zwingli him-
self was one of the few victims of
the second battle in 1531 . The
confederation survived the crisis.

HRatz
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